We introduce one pair of inert Higgs doublets {H d , H u } and singlets {N c , N }, and consider their couplings with the Higgs doublets of the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM),
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, ATLAS and CMS collaborations have discovered the Higgs boson with a mass around 126 GeV [1] , which would be a triumph of the standard model (SM). Thus, the status of the SM as the basic theory describing the nature becomes further stabilized. Since the models based on low energy supersymmetry (SUSY) predicted a relatively light Higgs mass, one might say that the 126 GeV Higgs boson supports also SUSY. Unfortunately, however, any evidence of new physics beyond the SM including SUSY has not been observed yet at the large hadron collider (LHC). It implies that the theoretical puzzles raised in the SM such as the gauge hierarchy problem, which have provided motivations of new physics for last four decades, still remain unsettled.
In fact, 126 GeV is too heavy for a mass of the Higgs appearing in the minimal supersymmetric SM (MSSM). The basic reason of it is that the tree-level quartic coupling of the MSSM Higgs potential is given by the small SM gauge couplings unlike the SM. As a consequence, the predicted tree-level Higgs mass in the MSSM is lighter even than the Z boson mass M Z [2, 3] . Thus, a large radiative correction for lifting the Higgs mass is very essential in the MSSM to account for the observed Higgs mass.
The dominant radiative correction to the Higgs mass in the MSSM comes from the top quark Yukawa coupling in the superpotential (W ⊃ y t Q 3 h u u larger than 0.6 with 1 tanβ 3 for explaining the observed Higgs mass [13] . However, λ greater than 0.7 at the EW scale turns out to bring a Landau-pole (LP) below the GUT scale through its RG evolution [14] . Thus, only the quite narrow bands of the parameter space are left in the NMSSM: 0.6 λ 0.7, and 1 < tanβ 3.
Note that λ ≈ 0.7 is the upper bound for perturbativity of the model up to the GUT scale, and tanβ ≈ 1 maximizes Eq. (3). They imply that the NMSSM accounts for the Higgs mass just around the boundary of the theoretically valid parameter space. For naturalness of the Higgs mass in the NMSSM, therefore, the permitted parameter space should be somehow enlarged.
One way to relieve the LP constraint on λ is to introduce a new gauge symmetry, under which S and {h u , h d } are charged: a strong enough new gauge interaction could hold λ within the perturbative regime up to the GUT scale, and so the upper bound of λ at low energy could be relaxed. In Ref. [15] , a U(1) gauge symmetry is considered for ameliorating the LP problem. Since new U(1) gauge charges are assigned to {h u , h d }, however, ordinary MSSM matter fields should also carry proper U(1) charges for the desired Yukawa couplings. As a result, the beta function coefficient of the new U(1) gauge coupling becomes much larger, which makes the U(1) gauge coupling quite smaller at low energies, and so the relaxation mechanism of the LP constraint becomes inefficient.
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In Ref. [16] , the Yukawa couplings between the newly introduced vector-like leptons and the ordinary MSSM Higgs were considered for raising the radiative Higgs mass:
where {L, L c } ({N c , N}) denote extra lepton doublets (neutral singlets), and the last two terms are the mass terms for them [17] [18] [19] . Only if {L, L c } are heavier than {N c , N}, the former can immediately decay to the latter and SM fermions (plus LSP). So they don't leave experimentally unacceptable signals. Since {N c , N} remain absolutely stable, they can be a promising dark matter candidate [20] . 5), an extra gauge symmetry can be introduced, under which all 5 In order to get a small enough beta function coefficient of the U(1) gauge coupling, the U(1) charges could be assigned only to one generation, say, the third generation among the MSSM matter fields. For desired Yukawa couplings, in this case an elaborate model should be constructed [15] .
In this paper, we will introduce an Abelian gauge symmetry U(1) Z ′ instead of SU(2) Z ′ for relaxing the LP problem associated with y N . Hence, only one pair of vector-like leptons, {L, L c ; N c , N} would be enough, because they don't have to compose non-trivial multi-plets as in the case of a non-Abelian gauge group. Consequently, the model could be much simplified. However, since the U(1) Z ′ gauge coupling, g Z ′ monotonically increases with energy unlike the non-Abelian case, it is hard to get a relatively large g Z ′ at low energies. It means that the relaxation mechanism of the LP problem using an Abelian gauge symmetry would not be much efficient. Due to the reason, y N cannot be large enough to explain 126 GeV Higgs mass with m 2 t (700 GeV) 2 . So we will consider also the SUSY breaking Aterm corresponding to Eq. (5) as well as the λ coupling Eq. (2) of the NMSSM. Even with a relatively smaller value of y N ( 1), thus, the radiative Higgs mass could be sufficiently raised. Most of all, we will attempt to investigate how much the parameter space of λ and tanβ can be enlarged in this setup, compared to the case of the original NMSSM.
In fact, the SM gauge quantum numbers of {L, L c } are the same as the MSSM Higgs This paper is organized as follows. In section II, we will discuss the radiative Higgs mass, and the fine-tuning in this model. Particularly, we will investigate the A-term effects in section II. In section III, we will analyze the LP constraint on the coupling constants, y N and λ, and explore the allowed parameter space. We will also compare our results with the cases in the absence of y N or λ couplings, or the gauged U(1) Z ′ in section III. Section IV is a conclusion.
II. EXTENSION OF THE NMSSM
By introducing one extra pair of the Higgs doublets {H d , H u } and singlets {N c , N}, we extend the NMSSM Higgs sector Eq. (2) as follows:
From the last two terms, {H d , H u } and {N c , N} acquire the masses. µ H and µ N of order EW scale can be naturally induced through the Pecci-Quinn symmetry breaking [21] or SUSY breaking mechanism [22] . . S also get a mass and a VEV by including its self-couplings in the superpotential, and also their soft terms that we don't specify here [11] . Actually, the y ′ N term (h d term in general) is less helpful for raising the Higgs mass, since its contribution to the radiative Higgs mass would be tanβ suppressed for tanβ > 1. For a simple analysis, thus, we will neglect y ′ N coupling as in Eq. (5), assuming y ′ N ≪ y N . Accordingly, in this paper we will consider only the following terms among the holomorphic soft terms:
Since the SM gauge quantum numbers of {H d , H u } are the same as {L, L c }, the y N term of Eq. (8) would be the same as the y N term of Eq. (5), if other quantum numbers are ignored. Unlike the model in Eq. (5), we introduce an extra U(1) Z ′ gauge symmetry, whose charge assignment is presented in Table I . As seen above, of course, introduction of an extra non-Abelian gauge symmetry is very helpful for raising the radiative Higgs mass, avoiding the LP problem. In this paper, however, we attempt to raise it just with an Abelian gauge symmetry, considering also the helps coming from the λ term in Eq. (8) and soft terms. As a result, only one pair of vector-like superfields is introduced. If necessary, one can extend the extra Abelian gauge symmetry U(1) Z ′ to U(1) Z1 ×U(1) Z2 ×U(1) Z3 × · · · , which could much enhance the mechanism for evading LP without introducing more matter. Nonetheless, we will focus on the case only with one extra U(1) in this paper. Since the U(1) Z ′ assigns the non-zero charges only to the extra vector-like superfields as shown in Table I and extra U(1)s [24] . In this sense, introducing one pair of them and studying their phenomenological implications, in particular, the effects on the Higgs mass would be important, because the little hierarchy problem threatens the traditional status of the MSSM at the moment.
A. Mass spectrum
In the bases of (H
, the squared mass matrix for the neutral scalar fields in this model takes the following form:
where we ignored the contributions coming from y (2) L doublets and singlets are almost degenerate as in the (s)top sector, and will study the following two limited cases for relatively simple analytic expressions:
For Case I, then, the four eigenvalues of the squared mass matrix Eq. (10) are presented as
where we expand the eigenvalues in powers of |h u | 2 up to its quartic terms just for future convenience. In Eq. (12), a 2 I is defined as a
, and the coefficients, α ± and β ± are given by
By setting m 2 = a 2 I = 0 in Eq. (12), we can obtain also the eigenvalues of the squared mass matrix for the fermionic fields, M 2 F :
For Case II, the eigenvalues of M 2 B are expressed as follows:
where
, and the coefficients, γ ± and δ ± are
Unless we assume a non-vanishing VEV for the new Higgs doublets, m 2 should be greater than |m B | 2 such that M 2 B2 > 0. Of course, the eigenvalues of M 2 F in Case II are still given by Eq. (14) .
B. Radiative Higgs potential
With the mass spectra of Eqs. (12), (14), and (15), one can calculate the radiative corrections by {H d , H u ; N c , N}. Concerning the radiative Higgs mass and its renormalization, it is convenient to read them from the Coleman-Weinberg potential [25] :
where Q denotes the renormalization scale. ∆V is expanded in powers of
For Case I, the coefficients of the quadratic and quartic terms of δh u in Eq. (18) are estimated as
where the function F Q is given again by (19) and (20), because it is supposed to be quite smaller than |µ H | 2 . For Case II, the coefficients of Eq. (18) are given by
Renormalization
The quadratic term in Eq. (18) 
Inserting the RG solution of m (23) by a cut-off scale Λ [26] . The soft terms are regarded as being generated at the messenger scale of SUSY breaking, since the soft terms would become non-local operators above the messenger scale.
8 Thus, the messenger scale is adopted as the cut-off scale, and so we have
where m 2 0 stands for the value of m 2 2 at the scale that it is generated, namely Λ.
9 This is the dominant radiative correction to m 
For Case I, ∆ m
8 In the minimal SUGRA model, the messenger scale is assumed to be the GUT scale. Generically, however, the messenger scale is model-by-model different. We don't specify it in this paper. In the last lines of Eqs. (27) and (28), we took the large Λ limit.
As mentioned in Introduction, the EW scale or the Higgs VEV is determined by m 
2 ] in Eq. (29) . For naturalness of the EW scale and its perturbative stability, thus, the dimensionful parameters in Eqs. (26), (27) , and (28) should be small enough. Also, a lower mediation scale of SUSY breaking is very helpful for relaxing the fine-tuning.
In the MSSM, Eq. (26) with stop mass heavier than 700 GeV would make the biggest contributions to m (26) deteriorates the fine-tuning problem. In order to minimize the fine-tuning, thus, the stop mass needs to be as light as possible, and the |A t | should also be suppressed. With a stop mass much heavier than 700 GeV and an |A t | comparable to it, however, the observed Higgs mass would be more easily explained, as will be seen later, even if the fine-tuning problem becomes worse. In this paper, we will take the experimental lower bound, m
2 , assuming a quite small A t term. Under this condition, we will attempt to account for the observed 126 GeV Higgs mass, utilizing other ingredients contained in this model.
Concerning the fine-tuning problem, smaller SUSY breaking A-term and SUSY(-breaking) masses would be required also for the extra vector-like fields
Actually, light extra leptonic particles are still experimentally acceptable, only if they can immediately decay to the neutral particles. On the contrary, masses of extra colored particles are severely constrained from LHC data, and heavy enough extra colored particles coupled to the MSSM Higgs would cause a fine-tuning in the Higgs sector. It is the reason why we are particularly interested in the extra colorless particles.
In the limit of (27) and (28) vanish, respectively. In this limit, therefore, larger values of a 2 I,II can be taken without making the fine-tuning worse. Instead, |y N | 2 should be small enough, because the other terms of Eqs. (27) and (28) increase in this case. In the limit of 
Radiative Higgs mass
The quartic term in Eq. (18) with the coefficient of Eq. (20) or (22), which is independent of the renormalization scale Q [2] , makes contribution to the radiative correction to the physical Higgs mass together with the (s)top. Thus, the summation of all the tree-level and the radiative squared masses should yield the experimental value of the Higgs squared mass:
Here the first and second terms are the tree-level Higgs mass of the MSSM and NMSSM, while the last two terms correspond to the radiative corrections to it. The (s)top contribution ∆m 
Note that v 
for Case I and II, respectively. Although we don't necessarily require z 2 , a Fig. 1 and 2 in terms of (z, a I ) and (z, a II ), respectively. As seen in Fig. 1-(a) and 2-(a) , the A N -term in Eq. (9) is quite helpful for raising the radiative Higgs mass: Z I and Z II , which are proportional to the radiative Higgs mass, rapidly grow along the z (a I and a II ) direction(s) for relatively larger a I and a II (a smaller z). We note that They easily pass the LEP constraint on extra leptons [18, 28] . Moreover, the extra charged leptons rapidly decay to the neutral ones and SM fermions in this model. The above ranges of parameters don't much affect the oblique parameters, T and S. 
The experimental best fit requires that 0.01 ∆S 0.17 (1σ) for ∆T ≈ 0.12 [29] . It can be satisfied only if µ H 153 GeV, 119 GeV, 89 GeV for y N = 0.85, 0.75, 0.65, respectively, and tanβ = 50. Even if µ N is much smaller than y N h u , the results are not much different: it can be shown that this case yields a bit smaller (∆T, ∆S) than those for µ H = µ N using the formulas of Refs. [19, 30] . The contributions of the new scalars to (∆T, ∆S) would be more suppressed due to their heavy masses. 
C. 126 GeV Higgs boson vs. Fine-tuning
The Higgs mass in this model is determined with Eqs. (30), (32), (33), and (34). If the A t terms are ignored in Eq. (32), they are recast into In this case, a unwanted LP would appear below the GUT scale. Because of that, an extra non-Abelian gauge symmetry, SU(2) Z ′ was introduced in Ref. [16] . In this paper, we will consider the possibility of |y N | 1 and an extra U(1) Z ′ gauge symmetry. Instead, we take into account of the λ and A N terms in Eqs. (8) and (9) . As seen in Fig. 1 and 2 , a relatively larger value of A N can efficiently raise Z I,II or the radiative Higgs mass.
For |µ H | ≈ 200 GeV, the entire parameter spaces of (z, a I ) and (z, a II ) in Fig. 1 
III. LANDAU-POLE CONSTRAINT
As seen in Eqs. (33), (34), and (39), larger values of λ and y N are preferred for raising the tree-level and radiative Higgs masses. If such Yukawa coupling constants are too large, however, they would blow up below the GUT scale. In this section, we investigate the maximally allowed values for them at low energy scale ( 1 TeV) for avoiding the LP constraints.
From Eq. (8) and the ordinary superpotential of the NMSSM, the anomalous dimensions of the relevant superfields can read as follows:
MSSM Higgs 16π
MSSM Matter (43)
Here we considered only the third generation of the MSSM matter, {q 3 , u Table I . Such MSSM and extra gauge interactions make the negative contributions to the anomalous dimensions. Considering the relevant superpotential, one can readily write down the RG equations for the Yukawa coupling constants:
where t parametrizes the renormalization scale, t − t 0 = log(Q/M GUT ). The one-loop RG equations for the three MSSM gauge couplings are integrable. The RG solutions to them take the following form:
where b k (k = 3, 2, 1) denotes the beta function coefficients for the gauge couplings of SU (3) 
where Table I yields
2 . We assume that all the gauge couplings are unified, g
From the first equation in Eq. (44), we can expect that the LP constraint can be relaxed by the additional negative contributions coming from the g 2 Z ′ terms. As a result, the allowed maximal values for y N at low energies can be lifted up, compared to the case that the U(1) Z ′ gauge symmetry is absent, and so the radiative Higgs mass can be raised with a larger y N , particularly for a large tanβ as seen in Eqs. (33) Table I . Nonetheless, we have introduced extra one pair of {5, 5}, and so the MSSM gauge couplings become a bit larger by them at higher energy scales, compared to those of the original (N)MSSM. Hence, the LP constraint of λ can slightly be relaxed by the stronger MSSM gauge interactions via the RG equation of λ of Eq. (44) [14] , even if no g 2 Z ′ contribution is there. Since Yukawa couplings monotonically increase with energy, throughout this paper we require that all the squared Yukawa coupling constants discussed here should be smaller than the perturbativity bound, 4π ≈ 12 at the GUT scale. Table II lists the maximally allowed low energy values of λ (≡ λ max ), avoiding the LP below the GUT scale, and the needed values of λ for explaining 126 GeV Higgs mass (≡ λ 126 ) with m t = 700 GeV, depending on tanβ, when the y N coupling is absent, i.e. for y N = 0. λ max can be estimated using the RG equations Eq. (44), while λ 126 is determined by Eq. (39) setting y N = 0. Since λ 126 cannot exceed λ max to avoid the LP below the GUT scale, tanβ should be smaller than 5.5 in this case. We see that even if there is no y N coupling in the superpotential, the allowed ranges of the values for tanβ and λ become quite wider in the presence of one extra pair of {5, 5}:
In this case, still only relatively small values of tanβ are consistent with the observed Higgs mass and the perturbativity of the model up to the GUT scale. In Table III , the first two lines of (y N max , Z I,IImax ) correspond to the results of q = 0 case, while the last three lines of (y N max , y N min , Z I,IImax ) to the case of q = √ 5. In the absence of the gauged U(1) Z ′ i.e. in the q = 0 case, Z I,IImin s exceed 4.5 throughout the range of 2 tanβ 50. Hence, if one takes 0 Z I,II 4.5 to ameliorate the fine-tuning problem in the Higgs sector, y N should be greater than y N max for the observed 126 GeV Higgs mass, and so it diverges below the GUT scale. On the contrary, if the U(1) Z ′ gauge interaction is turned on, it is possible to elude the fine-tuning and LP problems, explaining the observed Higgs mass in the large tanβ range, 7 tanβ 50,
and 0.77 y N 0.86 depending on tanβ. For tanβ 7, however, y N min exceeds y N max .
C. y N = 0, λ = 0 without a gauged U(1) Z ′ Table IV shows the results of the case, in which both the λ and y N couplings in Eq. (8) are turned on, but the U(1) Z ′ is not gauged [or q = 0 in Eq. (44)]. y N max is defined as the maximal value of y N at low energy ( 1 TeV) such that all the Yukawa couplings considered here, (λ, y N , y t , y b , y τ ) do not blow up below the GUT scale for a given low energy value of λ. Because of the LP constraint, y N could not be large enough in this case. Accordingly, Z I and Z II should be excessively larger than 4.5 in most parameter space as shown in Table  IV Although we present only the results for λ = 0.5, 0.6, 0.7 for tanβ = 2, 4, 6, 10 in Table  IV Table III. However, the y N coupling is definitely helpful for raising the radiative Higgs mass, and so the consistent parameter space in this case should become broader. We note that the sign of Z I,II should flip between 0.5 (0.6) and 0.6 (0.7) for tanβ = 2 (4). Hence Z I,II = 0 at some point between them. Z I,II = 0 is effectively equivalent to the case of y N = 0 (< y N max , of course) discussed in Table II 
which means that the consistent points in Table II Table V presents the results when not only the λ, y N terms, but also the U(1) Z ′ gauge symmetry are introduced particularly with q = √ 5. Since the U(1) Z ′ gauge coupling, g Z ′ monotonically increase with energy and q 2 g 2 U /4π ≈ 0.25, the perturbativity of U(1) Z ′ gauge interaction is guaranteed throughout the energy range from the EW to the GUT scale. Then, the negative contribution by U(1) Z ′ gauge interactions could make the LP constraint on y N remarkably relaxed, as mentioned above. Although one takes a more larger value of q, e.g. q = √ 20, which would be almost the maximal value of q to maintain the perturbativity of U(1) Z ′ gauge interaction at the GUT scale, it turns out that a conspicuous improvement of the allowed parameter space is not achieved.
In Table V , y N max again indicates the maximally allowed value of y N for a given λ at low energy: only if y N is smaller than y N max around 1 TeV energy scale, any Yukawa couplings considered here do not reach the perturbativity bound (λ 2 , y 2 N , y 2 t,b,τ < 4π ≈ 12) below the GUT scale. As in the previous tables, Z I,IImin stands for the value of Z I or Z II required for explaining the 126 GeV Higgs mass, when the corresponding y N max is taken. y N min means the value of y N needed for explaining the observed Higgs mass when Z I,II = 4.5.
In Table V , the λs satisfying both the LP and Higgs mass constraints are written inside the boxes. We note that the allowed range of λ is remarkably enlarged particularly for larger values of tanβ 8. [Actually, the results of tanβ = 8 show a similar pattern to the case of tanβ = 10, even if they are not displayed in Table V 
respectively, and roughly 0.75 y N 0.85 depending on tanβ. Note that the lists of λ = 0 are coincident with the results of q = √ 5 in Table III . Comparing with the parameter range of the NMSSM, Eq. (4), much larger values of tanβ are also allowed, and the lower bound of λ is remarkably relieved. In particular, the lower bound of λ disappears for tanβ 8. It is because the y N and A N terms of {H d , N c } significantly raise the radiative Higgs mass particularly for large tanβ. Moreover, the U(1) Z ′ gauge interaction makes it possible that their contributions are further enhanced. We note that the sign of Z I,IImin is flipped between λ = 0.6 and 0.7 for tanβ = 4 in Table V . One can expect that Z I,IImin vanishes at a point between them, which is effectively equivalent to y N = 0 of Table II in For the smaller tanβ, the intervals are relatively narrower. However, they all should rapidly shrink to y N = 0 around the upper bounds of λ in Eq. (51), which correspond to the original NMSSM limit at low energy.
IV. CONCLUSION
The observed Higgs mass and the LP constraint seriously restrict the valid ranges of λ and tanβ in the NMSSM, leaving only the narrow bands, 0.6 λ 0.7 and 1 < tanβ 3. Here the lower bound of λ and the upper bound of tanβ result from the 126 GeV Higgs mass. In order to relieve such severe bounds, we extended the NMSSM with the vectorlike superfields {H d , H u ; N c , N}, and studied their coupling with the MSSM Higgs doublet, W = y N N c h u H d + · · · . We introduced also a U(1) gauge symmetry, under which only the extra vector-like superfields are charged, but all the ordinary NMSSM superfields remain neutral. With the help of such a U(1) gauge symmetry, the allowed value of y N at low energy can be lifted up to 0.85, evading a LP below the GUT scale. The y N term and the holomorphic soft terms can remarkably raise the radiative Higgs mass particularly for large values of tanβ. Consequently, they invalidate the previous lower bound of λ and the upper bound of tanβ, significantly enlarging the valid parameter space. In particular, the lower bound of λ is completely removed for tanβ 8. Thus, we have 0 λ 0.4-0.6 for 8 tanβ 50 as a consistent parameter space, while 0.4-0.5 λ 0.6-0.7 for 4 tanβ 6, and roughly 0.75 y N 0.85, depending on tanβ. For 2 tanβ 4, the effects coming from the extra matter become weaker, and so we have just a limited parameter range, 0.5 λ 0.6. However, the original NMSSM parameter space should be contained in our case, and so relatively smaller y N s in 0 y N 0.75 are also possible in small tanβ cases. 
